The ordering of weakly coupled random antiferromagnetic S = 1/2 chains, as relevant for recent experimentally investigated spin chain materials, is considered theoretically. The one-dimensional isotropic Heisenberg model with random exchange interactions is treated numerically on finite chains with the density-matrix renormalization-group approach as well as with the standard renormalization analysis, both within the meanfield approximation for interchain coupling J ⊥ . Results for the ordering temperature TN and for the ordered moment m0 are presented and are both reduced with the increasing disorder agreeing with experimental observations. The most pronounced effect of the random singlet concept appears to be a very large span of local ordered moments, becoming wider with decreasing J ⊥ , consistent with µSR experimental findings.
ment m 0 relative to the disorder-free x = 0 and x = 1 materials. Theoretical treatments so far suggested even the opposite trend [15] revealing the difficulties of theoretical approaches. The central theoretical issue also in connection with experiments is to what extent and in which properties the singular behavior of quantum RS physics remains reflected in the longrange AFM order at low T . The aim of this Letter is to present results of numerical and analytical calculations which show that under the presence of weak (but not extremely weak) interchain coupling treated within a mean-field approximation (MFA) randomness reduces both T N as well as m 0 , which is in agreement with experiment. We also present evidence that the RS phenomena are reflected in large distribution of T = 0 local ordered moments m i being consistent with preliminary experimental results [16] .
Our goal is to understand properties in particular the ordering in the quasi-1D RHC model, which is given by quenched (intrachain) random exchange couplings J i,j and constant interchain coupling J ⊥ ,
where S are S = 1/2 spin operators. The isotropic Heisenberg coupling is assumed both within the chain (J i,j with i denoting sites in the chain and j denoting different chains) as well as for the interchain term and jj ′ run over z ⊥ nearestneighbor chains. Since we are discussing possible ordering at low T the only reasonable starting point is the MFA for the interchain coupling. In actual compounds the spin system is close to two-dimensional with modest z ⊥ = 2 as well with less clear role of disorder on J ⊥ which we discuss again in conclusions. Still we expect in analogy to other quasi-1D spin systems [1, 2] that main ordering features should be captured by the effective 1D RHC with the staggered field h s provided arXiv:1409.1757v2 [cond-mat.str-el] 10 Sep 2014
Within the MFA the staggered field is given by h s = −z ⊥ J ⊥ m s with the staggered magnetization m s = (1/L) i S z i and . . . denoting thermal average. We will further on consider random quenched J i and for convenience assume their distribution to be uncorrelated uniform boxed distribution with J − δJ ≤ J i ≤ J + δJ and δJ < J. For experimental examples more appropriate distribution would be binary one, but it has been verified [14] that qualitative features do not depend essentially on the form of the distribution. In the following presentation of results we use units J = 1 and set k B = = 1.
Within the MFA for the interchain coupling the instability towards the AFM ordering and the ordering temperature T N are determined by the staggered static susceptibility χ π of a 1D chain and the relation [1, 17] 
We evaluate m s (T ) and χ π (T ) using the finite-temperature dynamical density matrix renormalization group (FTD-DMRG) method [18, 19] on a finite chain with L sites and open boundary conditions. In this method standard T = 0 DMRG targeting of ground state density matrix ρ 0 = |0 0| is generalized with finite-T density matrix ρ T = (1/Z) n |n e −H/T n|. Next, the reduced density matrix is calculated and then truncated in the standard DMRG-like manner for basis optimization. The limitation of the FTD-DMRG method are at low T finite-size effects, which are rather small due to large accessible system with DMRG algorithm and which are even further reduced with randomness. For systems with δJ > 0 we employ also random configuration averaging, typically over N r = 10 realizations for finite-T . For T = 0 we use smaller N r = 5, since standard DMRG method and larger systems can be used. χ π can be evaluated via dynamical susceptibility χ ′′ (π, ω), still we use mostly the alternative approach by evaluating m s at finite T and h s , and then using χ π (T ) = lim hs→0 m s (T, h s )/h s . Within this approach numerical results are more robust or reliable since only static quantities are calculated and finite size or boundary effects can be reduced, e.g., by considering only sites close to the middle of a chain. Still, limit h s → 0 is hard to reach numerically, but at finite T small field h s ∼ 0.01 suffices [19] .
Results for χ π used to extract T N with Eq. (3) are for several δJ shown in Fig. 1a . For δJ = 0 analytical approaches [20] [21] [22] suggest that for T → 0
for which quantum Monte Carlo approach gives [23, 24] a = 0.32, 0.30 and b = 5.9, 9.8. Results for random δJ = 0 shown in Fig. 1a clearly indicate that the increasing δJ reduces χ π and consequently leads to a systematic decrease of T N (for fixed J ⊥ and J) as shown in Fig. 1b . Fig. 1a also reveals that χ π (T ) qualitatively changes with increasing disorder. While for pure case the for T → 0 behavior in Eq. (4) is well followed, for large δJ > 0.5 we find as more appropriate
with c, d being disorder-dependent. The latter is close to the uniform susceptibility χ 0 (T ) established in RS [6, 8, 12] as well as obtained with a modified RG approach discussed further on. Experimentally significant T N /J 0.01 (J ⊥ /J 0.01) [9, 10] requires χ π 50 (with z ⊥ = 2), which is at present beyond the reach of the FTD-DMRG method. In order to analyse the Néel temperature T N we chose modest values of z ⊥ J ⊥ = 0.15, . . . , 0.3, presented in Fig. 1b . Still, for the smallest considered z ⊥ J ⊥ = 0.15 we get reduction of T N by a factor of ∼ 2 for δJ = 0.8. This is in contrast to previous RG study [15] discussed later on, but in agreement with experimental observations [9, 11, 16] .
In order to determine the T = 0 average staggered magnetization m 0 for particular J ⊥ and disorder δJ within selfconsistent MFA we first evaluate the g.s. m s (h s ). Since this is a g.s. static quantity, systems with up to L = 800 sites are considered and results are averaged over N r = 5 realizations. Again finite-size effects are largest for the pure case (δJ = 0) but in reliable regime (h s > 0.0001) we can make a compari-son to the analytical result [1] ,
This result with r = 0.637 and g = 1/3 is obtained by elimination of J ⊥ from Eq. (7) and MFA connection h s = −4J ⊥ m 0 used in Ref. [1] . In Fig. 2b we compare Eq. (6) to our DMRG results and reveal substantial differences. Our m s (h s ) for dJ = 0 shows rather stronger increase with h s (and therefore larger m s at low h s ), which cannot be reconciled with Eq. (6) simply by just an increase of prefactor r. Linear dependence of m s (h s ) for dJ = 0 in Fig. 2b suggests different exponent (g = 1/3) or possibly some logarithmic corrections. Results in Fig. 2a ,b show that disorder δJ leads to a decrease of staggered magnetization m s in our h s -regime. A possibility of increased m s with increased δJ remains at very low h s < 0.0001. This is suggested by results in Fig. 2b and we investigate and discuss it later also with the use of RG method. The T = 0 solutions of the MFA self-consistency relation h s /(z ⊥ J ⊥ ) = m s (h s ) give ordered moment m 0 and we present its decrease with δJ for different values of z ⊥ J ⊥ in Fig. 2c .
A novel feature introduced by disorder is the distribution of local ordered moments. To avoid the influence of open boundary conditions we calculate local staggered
from the middle of the chain modeled with Eq. (2) and for the MFA self-consistent fields h s at particular z ⊥ J ⊥ . Even in a uniform staggered field h s moments m i are found to vary from site to site and depend on the concrete random configuration J i . We present the probability distribution function (PDF) in Fig. 3a for different randomness δJ and fixed z ⊥ J ⊥ = 0.05, while in Fig. 3b we show it for fixed δJ and different z ⊥ J ⊥ . It is evident from Fig. 3a that for large disorder and small z ⊥ J ⊥ the PDF largely deviate from the Gaussian-like form. Moreover, the relative spread of distribu-
For better understanding and interpretation of above results within the RS concept we perform similar real space renormalization group procedure to the one introduced by Dasgupta and Ma [5] , in which bonds with largest exchange couplings are eliminated and reduced effective coupling J eff introduced. We generalized the procedure for finite h s and for calculation of m s and give more technical details of the procedure, which is similar to the one used in Ref. [15] , in the Supplemental material [19] . We perform RG procedure numerically on a large system and by carrying it to the end together with evaluation of staggered magnetization for different starting staggered fields we obtain m s (h s ) for T = 0. A simple RS argument suggest that in a finite h s all spins with effective coupling J eff < h s are fully polarized, while the ones with J eff > h s form singlets and contribute only weakly to the staggered magnetization. Since the portion of spins with We confirm this RS prediction with numerical RG results [19] . Our T = 0 DMRG results also confirm such behavior as shown in Fig. 2b at low h s , since they deviate from simple power law behaviour of Eq. (6) (linear in log-log plot) with a substantial upward curvature, nicely captured with Eq. (7). Therefore our result in Fig. 2b represents one of a few [13, 25, 26] confirmations of the RS phenomenology. From RG procedure one can make also predictions for finite-T results, which are usually [5, 6] obtained by preforming RG steps as long as some Hamiltonian parameter (e.g. exchange coupling) is larger than T , while for the remaining system with all effective parameters below T , a high T result is used. We apply similar procedure for m s (h s ) at finite T (see Supplement for details [19] ) and obtain the RS prediction for the susceptibility in Eq. (5) . This has the same functional form as a RS prediction for uniform susceptibility [6, 8] χ 0 (T ), which can be expected for random system with no translational symmetry and strongly local correlations. In Fig. 1a we show that our numerical calculations with FTD-DMRG give support to this RS prediction. Summarizing our theoretical and numerical results, we conclude that at fixed average J and interchain coupling J ⊥ the disorder δJ > 0 leads to a decrease of Néel temperature T N as well as to reduced g.s. ordered staggered moment m 0 , in a very broad range of δJ > 0 (at least in the range evaluated in our study). This is due to χ π being smaller for random system than for a pure system in a relevant regime (see Fig. 1a ), which is in contrast with the uniform q = 0 susceptibility χ 0 (T → 0) which approaches constant for pure case but diverges ∝ 1/[T ln 2 (β/T )] for δJ > 0. This is analogous to Eq. (5) and a direct signature of RS scenario leading at low T → 0 to formation of local singlets and almost free spins. The effect of disorder at q = π is less dramatic since to the leading order (neglecting log corrections) both ordered and δJ > 0 cases reveal χ π ∝ 1/T .
Numerical results for m s (h s ) at T = 0 in Fig. 2(a,b) show that in the regime with larger h s (e.g., h s > 0.0001 for δJ = 0.8) the average moment m s (and in turn m 0 shown in Fig. 2c ) decreases with increasing δJ. On the other hand, Eqs. (6), (7) and results in Fig. 2 suggest a regime of very low h s where m s (m 0 ) could be increased by δJ > 0. This could be only relevant for larger δJ and for very small J ⊥ ( 0.001 for δJ = 0.8) which would lead to enhanced T N and m 0 with increased δJ or in other words, to order by disorder. Such behavior was actually predicted by MFA and RG treatment [15] , but is contrary to the one mainly discussed here, as well not found in materials of interest [16] .
The most striking effect of the RHC physics and of anomalous RS response in the ordered phase is however the distribution of local moments m i , as manifested by PDF(m i ) in Fig. 3 . It is evident that the relative distribution width ∆ of the distribution m i /m 0 increases with δJ but even more important with decreasing z ⊥ J ⊥ . It should be noted that for larger δJ even m i < 0 becomes possible (moments m i locally opposite to local fields) [13] . This means that at small J ⊥ ≪ J and strongly reduced T N the PDF width can become large, i.e. ∆ ∼ 1. We note also that within our MFA analysis the constant average staggered field h s was used. Taking into account also the local fluctuation of h s will necessary lead to the even further increase of ∆, and possibly to even further reduction of T N and m 0 . For a pure system it has also been shown [2] that going beyond MFA results in an effectively reduced z ⊥ , which would also lead to reduced estimates for T N and m 0 .
Turning to the experimental realizations of random spin chains, two systems have been studied so far with magnetic ordering at low T , namely BaCu 2 (Si 1−x Ge x ) 2 O 7 [9, 10, 16] and Cu(py) 2 (Cl 1−x Br x )2 [11] . The former material is more relevant to the present discussion, since a clear evidence of 1D RS physics has been detected there for T > T N , i.e. above the 3D ordering [10] . Its magnetic properties can be well described by a simple bimodal distribution of in-chain exchange constants [10] . In this model, the spin chains have two intrachain random quenched AFM J i = J 1 , J 2 , with probabilities x and 1 − x, respectively, and weak interchain coupling J ⊥ ≪ J i . Although our treatment assumes a uniform distribution of the exchange constants, it should be able to capture general features of BaCu 2 (Si 1−x Ge x ) 2 O 7 , particularly with Ge concentration x ∼ 0.5 [14] .
The experimental data that are most relevant to our calculations are µ-SR experiments, from which the magnitude of m 0 can be inferred. In full agreement with our predictions, in both Cu(py) 2 (Cl 1−x Br x )2 [11] and BaCu 2 (Si 1−x Ge x ) 2 O 7 [16] , m 0 and the ordering temperature T N were found to decrease with increasing disorder. This said, the drop in BaCu 2 (Si 1−x Ge x ) 2 O 7 appears much more abrupt than predicted. This may be an indication of limitations for the chain-MF approach, but may also be related to the observation [9] , that the inter-chain coupling strength and even its sign may be locally affected by disorder.
The most interesting experimental observation for BaCu 2 (Si 1−x Ge x ) 2 O 7 is a drastic broadening probability distribution of the local static moments in the magnetically ordered state [16] . This behavior is totally consistent with our predictions borne in Fig. 3 . Unfortunately, making a quantitative comparison beyond a qualitative agreement is not feasible at the present stage. The problem is that µ-SR actually measures the distribution of local magnetic fields, not magnetic moments. Due to the presence of several crystallographic muon sites, the m 0 distribution can not be unambiguously extracted from such experiments.
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I.c. Finite T results
To obtain finite T results within RG one usually performs RG steps as long as integrated out sites have energy scale larger than T , while for the rest of the system high T result is used. In our case with the system in finite magnetic field h s , this fields do not get reduced with RG and therefore roughly set the lowest energy scale (see Fig. S2 ). This means that for T < h s one can perform the RG to the end and obtain T = 0 result for all T < h s . Once T becomes above h s all steps with J < h s cannot be performed (for L r /L < 0.12 in Fig. S2 ) and for this remaining system the high-T result (m s roughly linear in h s ) should be used. This would lead to random singlet like prediction of for h s ≪ T ,
with a and b comparable to the ones for the RS fit in the inset of Fig. S3 . RG therefore predicts similar functional form for the staggered susceptibility as for the uniform susceptibility χ 0 .
II. DENSITY MATRIX RENORMALIZATION GROUP II.a. Procedure
Here we give just a short overview of the algorithm, since the detailed description of the numerical method can be found in Ref. S5 and also in Supplementary material of Ref. S6 .
The quenched random J i are introduced into the DMRG procedure at the beginning of finite algorithm. Infinite algo- in the system with length Lr at position i = ie beging eliminated in the next RG step. Shown are also J zz ie , which stay for J > hs close to J xx , but as RG advances and J becomes comparable to hs the anisotropy becomes larger and J zz can substantially deviate from J xx . We also show hi e (its absolute value to suppress trivial (−1)
i fluctuations) and its evolution with RG. Lines represent averages, while small dots of similar color represent actual values and demonstrate distribution. Since finite hs can slightly polarize the state on eliminating sites even for hs < J, such polarisation via coupling J to the neighboring sites leads to the effective increase of the local filed on neighboring sites after elimination. Therefore the averaged hi slowly increases with RG steps and the increase is particularly notable when J becomes comparable to hi. As the sites are eliminated one can calculate their contribution to the total staggered magnetisation which we show asms. Since first eliminated sites are only weakly polarised due to h < J the initial increase with decreasing Lr ofms is weak, but becomes very strong (almost maximal) for Lr ≪ L since h ≫ J and eliminated sites are almost fully polarised. Results are for L = 100000, δJ = 0.8 and hs = 0.1.
rithm is preformed for homogeneous system J i = J and the randomness of J i is introduced in the first sweep. In this way the preparation of the basis in the infinite algorithm is performed just once and for all realizations of J i -s, while larger number of sweeps (usually ∼ 5) is needed to converge the basis within the finite algorithm for random J i . After finite algorithm magnetization S z i at desired T is calculated at every site of the chain within measurements part of DMRG procedure.
II.b. T = 0 results
Since we are interested in a static quantity, namely ground state magnetization m s (h s , T = 0), large system sizes L > 100 can be used for T = 0 DMRG method. In Fig. S4 we present the system size dependence of m s for pure system δJ = 0, which has largest finite size effects, and show that the convergence with L can be reached to quite low h s (of the order of 10 (5) in main text, for pure Heisenberg chain. ms in a random system is typically smaller than for pure system except at very low fields (hs < 0.01). This can be understood with extension of random singlet result implying that ms = a ln −2 (b/hs) and describes RG results better than power law (∝ h α s ) behaviour (see inset). The strong increase of ms at low hs (< 0.01) originates in asymptotically free spins or strongly reduces effective coupling J eff at the final stages of the RG procedure [S3] . We confirm a RS like behaviour of ms(hs) at T = 0 also with DMRG as shown in Fig. 2b in main text. 
II.c. Finite-T results
Finite temperature calculations are more demanding. The FTD-DMRG method is most efficient at low-T , where the basis is more efficiently truncated and only small portion (M basis states) of the whole basis per block can be kept with small truncation error. We typically keep M ∼ 200 basis states in the DMRG block and use systems with length L ∼ 80.
In Fig. S5 we present the finite size dependence of m s /h s for low fields (h s = 0.01) used for evaluation of χ π to show good system size convergence in the presented regime of finite T . We show results for most demanding pure system (δJ = 0) and one random system with δJ = 0.6.
In Fig. S6 we show the dependence of m s /h s on h s at finite T , which saturates at low h s and saturated value corresponds to χ π . For pure case with δJ = 0 such saturation with decreasing h s can be reached for T ≥ 0.1 as shown in Fig. S6(a,c) while for random case with δJ = 0.6 it can be reached even at lower T (≥ 0.05) (see Fig. S6(b,d) ).
For an overall behaviour and for completeness we show in Fig. S7 m s (h s ) for several T in a broader h s regime. 
